Introduction. In a type IIi factor a projection may have any dimension between 0 and 1. This corresponds to the fact that Hubert modules H over a type II i factor M may have any positive number as (relative) dimension dim^/ H [9] .
There has been more and more evidence in the past ten years or so that it is much more useful to regard a type II i factor M together with its subalgebras N and more generally to consider pairs of arbitrary algebras M, N. The corresponding appropriate notion of module is then the one introduced by Connes in [2] , the N -M Hubert bimodules (or correspondences).
If N c M is a subfactor of the type II i factor M then V. Jones had the idea to consider the number
dim AT H/ dimM H (= dim# H ά\vcί M > H)
as an invariant up the conjugacy by automorphisms of M for the subfactor iV (this number is independent of H by [9] ). Jones called this number the index of TV in M denoting it [M : N]. One of his remarkable results in [6] is that [M : N] can only take the values {4cos 2 π/(n + 2)\n > 0} u [4, oo] . The number [M : N] can also be interpreted in a more intrinsic way: it is the dimension of the smallest nonzero projection in M which expected on TV is a scalar multiple of the identity (by [6] and [12] ). This is somehow related to the fact that of an N -M Hubert bimodule which is the restriction of an M -M bimodule.
The conditional expectation Eχ(e) of a projection e e M on the subfactor N may be regarded as the dimension of the projection e relative to the subfactor N. The interesting case is when Eχ(e) is a scalar multiple of the identity. In this paper we begin the study of the geometry of such projections. The set A(M, N) of nonzero scalars appearing this way is of course an invariant for N c M. This invariant is in fact closely related to the index [M : N]. Our results here deal with the description of Λ(Af, N) and with the conjugacy problem by unitary elements in N of the projections which have the same (scalar) relative dimension over N.
To state our main result denote by P n (x) the Jones' polynomials defined recursively by P-\ = 1,PQ = 1, P n +\(x) = P n (x)-xP n -\(x), n > 0. By [6] these polynomials have the property that P*((4cos 2 π/(n + 2))" 1 ) > 0, 0 < k < w• -1, and P n ((4cos 2 π/(n + 2))~ι) = 0. Moreover P k (ε) > 0 for all k > 0 and e < 1/4. 
Moreover, if [M : N] < 4 (respectively [M : N] > 4) and f\, fι are projections in M with Eχ(f\) = E^fi)
= αl, where a e A(M,N) (respectively a € Λ(Af, iV) n (0, ί)) ίΛen ίΛ^re ^xwr5 α unitary element ueN such that ufu* = / 2 .
The proof of this theorem has two parts: existence of values in A(M, N) and restrictions on the values in Λ(Af, N). To prove the restriction part we need to introduce a generalization of Jones' tower of projections. This leads us to consider a new class of algebras, generalizing the classical Hecke algebras. We compute some necessary conditions under which these algebras have symmetric nondegenerate representations. These conditions impose restrictions on the existence of generalized towers of projections, in particular on the values in
A(M, N).
In the case [M : N] > 4 the information given by the above theorem is incomplete, yet for a special class of subfactors we have a complete characterization of Λ(Af, N). Namely Jones pointed out in [6] that if for some projection f e M, 0 < t = τ(f) < 1/2, there is an isomorphism θ : fMf -• (1 -f)M{\ -f) and if one denotes N = {x Θ θ{x) I x e fMf}, then [M : N] = Γ ι + (1 -t)~ι > 4. We call such a subfactor a locally trivial subfactor of M. Then we prove, independently of the preceding theorem, that if N is a locally trivial subfactor of M and a € A(M, N) with a < 1/2 then a < t and the projection / e N 1 n M is the unique one for which E N (f) = t\ M . Together with the above theorem this completes the computation of Λ(Af, N) in this case.
A major interest in understanding the set Λ(A/, TV) comes from the orthogonalization problem for subalgebras of M or, in Jones' terminology, the problem of commuting squares of subalgebras, which is as follows: Let N c M be a pair of finite von Neumann algebras. The orthogonalization problem is to find subalgebras NQ C M for which ENENQ = EN 0 EN. If this relation holds true then we say that jVi = iVo D N, NQ, N, M form a commuting square of algebras. This relation between two subalgebras NQ, N C M has been first considered in [15] . It is important in connection with index problems for subfactors, a fact that has been extensively emphasized in [12] . It turns out that if TV!, No, iV are as before then Λ(Af, N) D A(N 0 , N x ). Thus, obstructions on Λ(Λf, N) give obstructions on iV 0 As an illustration of this observation we obtain by the preceding theorems a complete solution to the orthogonalization problem for locally trivial subfactors.
1. The set Λ(M, iV) and the orthogonalization problem. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra with a normal, finite, faithful trace τ,τ(l)=l. Denote by ||X|| 2 = T(X*X) 1 / 2 , X e M, and by L 2 (M,τ) the completion of M in this norm.
Let N c M be a von Neumann subalgebra of M always assumed to have the same identity as M. This relation between two algebras NQ, N was introduced in [15] , then in [12] it was shown to be related to index problems for subfactors. More precisely it is shown there that to construct subfactors iV of the hyperfinite factor R, with trivial relative commutant and given finite index, it is sufficient to find certain commuting squares of finite dimensional algebras. Moreover it is shown in [13] that to find obstructions for the values [R : N] it is sufficient to show that there are finite dimensional subalgebras B k c R such that E^Eβ k = E Bk E N and B k I M. Other comments on commuting squares can be found in [5] .
Commuting squares of algebras and the invariant Λ are related by the following: Moreover it is shown in [6] that there exists a subfactor M_2 c M_! = TV c M = M o and a projection e in Λf so that M arises as the basic construction for M_2 C Af_i with ^ satisfying exe = EM- 2 ( χ ) e > x ^ ^ Furthermore, the subalgebra M_2 c Λf_i and the projection e e M are unique up to conjugacy by a unitary element in Λ/_i = TV by [12] . Iterating this construction, called the downward basic construction, we get a decreasing sequence of factors Proof Trivial by the definition.
As one can easily see the relations (i), (ii) in 2.2 generalize the ones satisfied by the projections obtained from the generators in the semisimple representations of Hecke algebras [7] . This suggests that one should consider suitable more general algebras and study conditions under which they have symmetric representations or equivalently conditions under which there exist corresponding towers of projections on Hubert space. This leads us to introduce 2.4.
DEFINITION.
Let q x ,..., q n e C.
We denote by H n +\{q\,qi,... ,q n ) the complex algebra with identity and generators ίi,ftM. ,g n satisfying the relations
(3) gigj = gjgi if |ί-7*| >2. We call this algebra the generalized Hecke algebra with generators (g\f >gn) and scalars (q x ,... , q n ) (the order is of course important as this algebra is not symmetric in g\ f ... ,g n \). 
., q) coincides with the classical Hecke algebra with n generators H n + X (q).
Proof The first part follows by direct computation. The second part by the identity glg k + x g k = g k g k+ ιg k g k + x = gk+igkgl+v which follows by (2"). Indeed, this equality yields together with (1) and
This proposition shows that whenever H n +\(q\ 9 ... ,q n ) is represented on a Hubert space, the elements 1 + g k j\ + q k become projections. We call a representation on a Hubert space symmetric if 1 + g k /\ + q k go into self adjoint projections. 2.5 above shows that if e k is the image of 1 + g k /l + q k under a symmetric representation then e k is a tower of projections as in 2.2 with scaίars λ k = Qk+\li\ + Qk)(\ + 8k+\)-τhus t0 fi ncl conditions for which such representations exist is equivalent to finding conditions for which generalized towers of projections exist. To do this we need a notation: 2.6. DEFINITION. TO any numbers {λ k } k > 0 we associate recursively the numbers P_i = 1,
Note that \ΐ λ$ = λ\ = = λ n -\ = λ then P n (λo, ... , λ π _i) coincides with the Jones' polynomial P«(A)
The next result is a generalization of WenzΓs formula in [18] : (
ii) If there is a Markov trace τ on the tower of projections {ek}k>o andifP k φθ, k<n, then
In particular τ(s n -\) Φ 0 and P n > 0 imply
Proof If s n e n+ϊ Φ 0 then by 2.7, 2° we get P n +\/Pn > 0 so that P rt > 0 implies P w+ i > 0. If P n + X = 0 but P k > 0, A: < «, then (5 Λ e w+ i5 Λ ) 2 
1°. P n (λ)
2 -P n -l (λ)P n+i (λ)=λ(P n -. 1 (λ) 2 -P n -2 (λ)Pn(λ)); n> 1. 2°. P n (λ) 2 -P n _ ι (λ)P n+ι (λ)=λ"+ ι , n>0. 3°. 7/0 < λ < 1/4 αma? 0 < t < 1/2 is so that t(l -t) = λ then P n (λ) > Ofor every n > 1 and the sequence ) k>0
is increasing with initial term λ = XP-\/PQ and limit point t.
4°.
P n (ε) > 0 for ε < (4cos 2 π/(n + 2))~ι and P n {ε)<0 for {Acos 2 πI{n + 2))-χ < ε < {4cos 2 π/(n + I))" 1 . Proof. We have
Moreover ifλ = (4 cos

P (2\2 P Λ(2\P Λ2\
= P n {λ){P n . x {λ)-λP n . 2 {λ)) -P n _ x {λ){P n {λ)-kP n -άλ)) = λ(P n . X (λ)
-Pn-lWPnW).
This proves 1°, then 2° follows applying 1° recursively n times until we get P n {λ) 2 -P n . x {λ)P n+x {λ) = λ n (Pi -P-X P x (λ)) = λ*+ ι .
The first parts of 3° and 4° are proved in [6] , 4.2.5. Since 
If A > 1/4 then there exists n > 1 so that (4cos 2 π/(/ι + 3))" 1 < A < (4cosπ/(n + 2))" 1 .
If we assume A ^ (4cos 2 π/(n + 2))~ι then it follows that P n (λ) > 0. Considering the tower of projections {e n } n >\ with scalars A = λ\ = A 2 = , it follows by 2.8 that JP Λ+ i(A) > 0. On the other hand, since A > (4cos 2 π/(n + 3))" 1 it follows that P n+ \(λ) < 0, a contradiction. Both in case (a) and in case (b) (when a > 1 -ί) it follows that for some k > 0 we have
We end this section by reformulating some of the previous results in terms of representations of generalized Hecke algebras. More on these algebras, including computation of indices for associated pairs of subfactors, when a Markov trace is around and in the most simple situations (e.g. under the condition 2.1 (i), (ii)), will be discussed in a forthcoming paper. 
Proof Follows by 2.4, 2.5, 2.11. As one can see, the proof of 3.2 is elementary and uses no results of [6] or [12] . It will be used here to give a complete characterization of Λ(Af, N) and of the orthogonalization problem for locally trivial subfactors N c M (see §6 below). We mention in this section only a straightforward consequence of the above theorem. This result was proved in [12] by using all the technical machinery developed there. It is important in order to understand the representations of Jones' tower of projections given in [12] . 
PROPOSITION. 1°. If a e Λ(AΓ, N) then I -ae Λ(Af, N).
2°. If a G A(M,N), a φ 0, 1, then λ/a e A(M?,M a ) and Proof
COROLLARY. IfP k (x), k>-\, denote the Jones'polynomials, as usual and if P k {[M : N]~ι) > 0 for 1 < k < n then P k -X ([M : N]~ι)/[M : N]P k ([M : N]~ι) eΛ(M,N)forO<k< n.
Proof We prove this by induction. Suppose we proved that 
Let a = P m -ι([M : N]~l)/[M : N]P m ([M : N]~ι) and
(i)f o = λ- k P k _ ι (λ)E M (p o>k ).
)τ'(p k ).
Since p k is generated by projections e, , 1 < / < k, and since τ' coincides with τ on the algebra generated by such projections, it follows that (λ) coincide with the traces of the projections coming from the generators of the Hecke algebras when regarded in their symmetric semisimple representations which have a Markov trace. More precisely let H n +\{q) be the Hecke algebra with n generators g\,... ,g n and let e ι: = 1 + gi/l + q. Suppose π is a representation of H n +\{q) on a Hubert space so that π(e/)* = n(βi) are self-adjoint projections. Denote by λ = q/{\ + ^) 2 . It is shown in [7] that {£/}/>i then satisfy 2.2 (i), (ii) with λ\ -X 1 -'--λ. Moreover [7] , [17] it follows that λ can only take the values
If in addition there is a Markov trace τ = τχ k on {π(£/)}/>i (i.e., τ satisfies 2.2 (Hi)) then we must have one of the following: if λ = (4cos2π/(n + 2))" 1 , n > 1, then τfo ) = Ai\-iW//\W for some 0 < fc < n and all / > 1; if λ < 1/4 then τ(e/) = AP^^λj/PjtίA) for some fc > 0 and all / > 1.
2°. It seems then legitimate to ask: is there a "generalized basic construction" which associates the projection / 0 G M 9 with E N (fo) = λP k -\(λ)/P k (λ), to the inclusion M c M in an as canonical as possible way? Propositions 4.3 and 4.5 give a partially positive answer to this question. More precisely, if we take the factors [17] and showed that they don't coincide. Thus R-\Pk C Pk^Pk is * n f act not isomorphic to the pair of factors P-\ c P$ in [17] .
PROPOSITION. Let λ e {(4cos
2 π/(n + 2))"" 1 | ΛI > 1} u [4,oo) and let R-χ c i?o be Jones 9 pair of factors of index λ~\ as in [6] .
€\
6Ί
6%
Let RQ C R\ c i?2 c be the associated tower of projections and
Proof Trivial by 4.3, bythe formula Pk(λ) 2 A(M,N) . interval (t, 1 -1) . As in the case of the index problems, it seems that the case In connection with 5.4.1 we should mention here one of Jones' problems in [6] . He asked there whether M splits the hyperfinite II i factor R, i.e., M ~ M ® R, then there exists a hyperfinite \\γ subfactor R in N so that TV = R V (R' Π N) and M = R V (R' Π M). That JV splits R, if M does, was proved in [12] . In the case M itself is the hyperfinite II i factor R it follows by Connes' fundamental theorem that N is also isomorphic to R. Then for a special but most interesting class of subfactors N c R, called subfactors with finite depth, Ocneanu announced in [11] results which in particular imply that the inclusion N c R splits in this case the hyperfinite II i factor. In case the inclusion N c M splits R the inclusions pNp c pMp is isomorphic to N c M for any projection p in N. There is of course a natural invariant to consider for the inclusion N c M along these lines. That α^ is increasing and b^ is decreasing follows now by induction and by 2.9. The limits a and b will then satisfy a = limα^ = \im{P k {λ)IP k + x (λ)(\ -ί)) 2 (l -limδfc.!) = 1 -6 and α/ + *(l -ί) = ί. But this implies a = 1, 6 = 0. Moreover, since αo > #o and since a n is increasing and fe« is decreasing, it follows that a n > b n for all n. .., in the Jones' tower of factors associated to the inclusion N c M, so that E Mι _ x {fi) = λP k _ x {λ)/'P k (λ) for all n > i > 0 and so that {fi)n>i>o generate the semisimple Hecke algebra corresponding to the parameter λ as in [17] . This is in fact impossible. Indeed if this would be true we could get a contradiction by using Theorem 5.1. Another way to get the contradiction is by using M, B) ) then clearly a G A (M,B) (respectively A(M,B) ). But arguing as in [16] it is easy to see that any rational number lies in Λ (M, B) . If B c M is so that B' n M = C and [M : B] = oc then a similar proof as that of 2.3 in [12] shows that Λ(M, B) = [0,1]. If B is maximal abelian and N = yy{B)" is a type Hi von Neumann subalgebra then there exists BQ C B and R c N a hyperfinite subfactor generated by unitaries normalizing B o so that BQ is maximal abelian in R (see e.g. [16] ). But then by Connes-Feldman-Weiss theorem [3] we may assume there exist unitary elements u e BQ, υ e R so that u generates BQ, and vu = e 2πιt uv for some irrational number t e 
Computation of
5.1. THEOREM. Suppose [M : N] = 4 cos 2 π/(n + 2) for some n > 1. Then A(M,N) = {P k ([M : N]- ι )/P k _ x ([M : N]~ι)\n > k > 0}.
Moreover iff\ t 2 £ M are projections such that E N (f\)
= EA(Af, N) Π [0, ί] = {0, /} U {P k -λ {[M : N]~l)/[M : N]P k ([M : NΓ ι )\k > 0} and A(M,N)n[l-t,l] = {1 -/} U {P k ([M : N]- l yP k _ x ([M : N]~ι)\k > 0}.
Moreover if a φt, \-t is in either of these sets and f 12 are projections in M with E N (f\)
=Λ(M, N) = {0} U {P k -{ ([M : N]~l)/[M : N]P k ([M : Ny l )\k > 0} U {U -ί} U {P k ([M : NΓ ι )/P k _ { ([M : N]~ι)\k > 0}.N 1 Π M = C
